SUCCESS OF WINTER CONCERT ASSURED

Many Tickets Already Sold—Time for Dancing May Be Extended.

Unless something most unexpected happens between now and Friday evening the winter concert will be a great success. The number of seats already sold makes it certain that there will be a large attendance; and that most of us have encouraged the players to put forth their best efforts. That the result of their efforts will be laudable, and in every way worthy of the future site of the Institute remains unsatisfied. However, there has been considerable cooperation with the different educational institutions in the past, and the degree of this cooperation is on the increase. A number of the assistants and instructors of the Institute have been engaged in teaching at the Y. M. C. A., the Franklin Union, the Wells Memorial Institute and the People's Institute. On a higher plane comes the work of instructors and some of the professors in the Lowell School for Industrial Foremen. In the University extension scheme which has been recently adopted, the Institute contributes only lecture rooms and laboratories for the use of a number of the professors, but gives the services of its Faculty and some of its students. Some of the men interested are Professors Derr, Smith, Wickenden and Sanner. Other Institute men who lecture at other colleges are Dr. Stiles and Professors Patric, Prescott, Despondelle, F. J. Moore, Dewey, E. B. Wilson, O. N. Lewis and Whiner.
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[EDITORS NOTE.—The editor addresses the reader that his chief complaint plagues many times in the above digest. For the doing of this he be the forgiveness of President Maclaurin.]